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1 Level 1 documentation (basic knowledge on model purpose,
applicability and components)
1.1 Model purpose
1.1.1

Goal

The term pharmaco/toxicokinetic refers to the prediction of the time-dependent concentrations of a
compound in a living organism. Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling consists in
describing the relationship between the external dose and the internal dosimetry using parameters
related to the anatomy and the physiology of the individual and using physico-chemical properties of
the contaminants. The goal of the PBPK model is to simulate the toxicokinetics of contaminants in
humans, i.e. the amounts or concentrations in different organs/tissues, under various exposure
conditions.

1.1.2

Potential decision and regulatory framework(s)

With an exposure dose as input, the PBPK model is able to:
−
−
−

simulate the internal kinetics of the targeted contaminant(s) in several tissues/organs of the
human body,
compute toxicokinetic properties in each compartment (the maximal concentration Cmax, the
time at maximal concentration Tmax, the area under the curve...),
predict the amount of contaminant that will be excreted or/and metabolised.

1.2 Model applicability
1.2.1

Temporal scale

The physiological and anatomical changes related to age are taken into account in the PBPK model. It
is therefore possible to simulate exposure over lifetime as well as over short periods. The PBPK model
is able to describe the time evolutions of the physiological and anatomical parameters from birth to
elderly. The models for the cardiac output and the bodyweight, two parameters used in the
computation of the other physiological and anatomical parameters, were fitted to data obtained in
humans aged from 0 to 80 years and 0 to 90 years, respectively. Outside these time ranges, the model
predictions for the cardiac output and the bodyweight are inaccurate. Hence, the validity range of the
PBPK model is set between 0 and 80 years old.

1.2.2

Chemicals

The PBPK model assumes that the chemical is distributed by blood in the various organs or tissues of
the body. Chemicals distributed by another transport (e.g., lymph) are then outside the applicability
domain. The distribution of the contaminants in the compartments is blood flow limited, i.e. the
compartment is assumed to be homogenous and well mixed and the permeability of the contaminants
in the cells of the tissues/organs is much greater than the tissue blood flow rate.
The PBPK model is based on a detailed description of the body anatomy and includes a substantial
number of tissue compartments. This structure enables the analysis of toxicokinetics for diverse
chemicals that induce multiple effects in different target tissues. However the model is not suitable to
deal with contaminants that will significantly modify the physiology or the anatomy of individuals.
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So theoretically, the PBPK model can be used for a majority of environmental contaminants like
volatile organic compounds, pesticides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) or polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB).

1.2.3

Steady-state vs dynamic processes

All the exchanges of contaminants are modelled as dynamic processes with the following exceptions:
−

−

the transfer of contaminants from the blood to the tissue is represented by an equilibrium
factor, the tissue:blood partition coefficient. The partition coefficient is defined as the ratio of
the concentration in a tissue to the concentration in blood at steady-state.
The partitioning between the inhaled air and the blood in the alveolar tissue is represented by
an equilibrium factor.

1.3 Model components
1.3.1

Media considered

Definition: A ‘Medium’ is defined as an environmental or human compartment assumed to contain a
given quantity of the chemical. The quantity of the chemical in the media is governed by
loadings/losses (see 3.2 and 3.3) from/to other media and by transformation processes (e.g.
degradation).
The PBPK model provides a detailed description of the human body subdivided into 22 media usually
named compartments: adipose tissues, adrenal glands, alveolar space, blood (arterial and venous),
bones, brain, breast, gut, lumen in gut, heart, kidney, liver, lung, marrow, muscles, pancreas, sexual
organs (testes, epididymes and prostate for man, and ovaries, fallopian tubes and uterus for woman),
skin, spleen, stomach, lumen in stomach, thyroid, urinary tract (bladder, ureters, urethra). That
structure is identical for man and woman.

1.3.2

Loadings

Definition: A ‘Loading’ is defined as the rate of release/input of the chemical of interest to the
receiving system.
Two routes of exposure are described in the PBPK model: the inhalation and the ingestion. The
ingestion of contaminants occurs in the lumen stomach or can be modelled as a direct input in the
liver. If the PBPK model is used alone (i.e. not coupled to other models available in the 4FUN library),
these loadings are defined by the end-user as time series. If coupled to other models, they can be
calculated by these latter. The two intake variables are Q_ing_rate and C_inhaled.
The dermal exposure is not considered in this model.
The loading inputs are represented by red arrows in Figure 1.

1.3.3

Losses

Definition: A ‘Loss’ is defined is defined as the rate of output of the chemical of interest from the
receiving system.
In the PBPK model, the potential losses of contaminants from the body can be due to metabolism and
excretion. These processes can occur in each compartment of the PBPK model except in the alveolar
space, and in the gut and stomach lumen for metabolism and the stomach lumen for excretion.
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Excretion can occur via urine (in kidneys), bile (in liver), exhaled air (in alveolar space), faeces (in gut
lumen)...
The losses of contaminant(s) are represented by green arrows in Figure 1.

1.3.4

Exchanges between model media

Definition: An ‘Exchange’ is defined as the transfer of the chemical of interest between two media of
the system.
The exchanges of contaminant between the compartments of the PBPK model are:
−
−
−

distribution between the blood and the tissue/organ compartments,
permeability in the stomach and the gut lumen,
transfer via the bile from the liver to the gut lumen.

The exchanges of contaminant(s) between compartments are represented by black arrows in Figure 1.

1.3.5

Potential coupled models

‘Coupled models’ are defined as models that can generate loadings to the investigated system or
receive losses from the latter.
The PBPK model can be coupled to other models of the MERLIN-Expo library. These latter can
provide loading estimates for the ingestion rate of contaminated food and water or the concentration of
contaminants in the atmosphere. Almost all the biota models provide an estimated ingestion rate of the
contaminant.

Coupled model

Loadings provided by the coupled models

Cow model

Ingestion rate from contaminated milk and meat

Fish model

Ingestion rate from contaminated fish

Fruit model

Ingestion rate from contaminated fruits

Grain model

Ingestion rate from contaminated grain

Leaf model

Ingestion rate from contaminated leafy vegetables

Potato model

Ingestion rate from contaminated potatoes

Root model

Ingestion rate from contaminated root vegetable

Atmosphere model

Concentration
(inhalation)

River model

Ingestion rate from contaminated drinking water

of

contaminants

in

the

air
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Figure 1 – The PBPK model
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1.3.6

Forcing variables

A ‘Forcing variable’ is defined as an external or exogenous (from outside the model framework)
factor that influences the state variables calculated within the model. Such variables include, for
example, climatic or environmental conditions (temperature, wind flow, etc.).
The PBPK model does not require forcing variables.
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1.3.7

Parameters

A ‘Parameter’ is defined as a term in the model that is fixed during a model run or simulation but can be changed in different runs as a method for conducting
sensitivity analysis or to achieve calibration goals.
For running the PBPK model, the following parameters must be informed:




Parameters for the simulation scheme:
Name

Abbreviation
and unit

Purpose

Used for calculating the following
state variable(s)

Age of the individual at the
beginning of the simulation

InitialAge
(years)

InitialAge is the age of the individual (in years) when the
simulation starts.

The age at the beginning of the
simulation is used to compute the age
of the individual throughout the time
span of the simulation.

Name

Abbreviation
and unit

Purpose

Used for calculating the following
state variable(s)

Density of organs

DensityOrgan
(kg/L)

Volume of organs (V)

Inter-individual variability
of the bodyweight

BDWVariability
(unitless)

The density of an organ or a tissue is its mass per unit of
volume. The density of organs is used to compute the volume of
organs.
The parameter BDWVariability was created in order to allow interindividual variability of the bodyweight for persons of the same
age. The user can use this parameter to constraint the
bodyweight to a specific value or to simulate a random
population.

Physiological parameters:

Bodyweight (BDWTotal)
Volumes of organs (V)
Maximal velocity (Vmax)
Clearance (CL)
Excretion rate (Kex)
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Relative organ weight in
adults

scWadult
(unitless)

Relative blood flows in
adults

scQadult
(unitless)

The relative organ weights in adults are the proportions of the
weight of an organ/tissue compared to the bodyweight for an
adult person.
The scaling factors are used to compute a ratio between the
weight of an organ at time t and the weight of the same organ in
adulthood. This ratio is then used to compute the time evolution
of the blood flows.
The relative blood flows are scaling factors used to compute the
blood flow entering in an organ/tissue.

Relative blood flows (scQ)

Relative blood flows (scQ)

Parameters related to the absorption of the contaminant
Name

Abbreviation
and unit

Purpose

Used for calculating the following
state variable(s)

Fraction of contaminant
absorbed via ingestion

Absingestion
(unitless)

The transfer Ingestion_skipGIT

Ingestion via the gastrointestinal tract

Ingestion
(unitless)

The fraction of contaminant absorbed via ingestion is defined
to control the quantity of contaminant that is absorbed by
ingestion (via the gastro-intestinal tract or modelled as a direct
input in the liver). This fraction was introduced to take into
account mechanisms that may not be well described for some
contaminants between an intake and the subsequent
concentrations in the body.
The variable Ingestion was created to allow the user to skip the
description of the contaminant fate in the gastro-intestinal (GI)
tract for the ingestion of the contaminant. Three options are
proposed to the user: OptionNoIngestion if the contaminant is not
ingested, OptionIngestionGIT if the ingestion is modelled via the GI
tract (the input of the contaminant is in the stomach lumen),
and OptionIngestionSkipGIT if the ingestion is modelled as a direct
input in the liver.

The transfers Ingestion_GIT and
Ingestion_skipGIT
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Absorption
from
the
stomach lumen to the
stomach wall
Absorption from the gut
lumen to the gut wall

Kastomach (min-1)

Kastomach is a rate constant of the absorption of the contaminant
in the stomach.

Amount of contaminant in the
stomach (Stomach)

Kagut (min-1)

Kagut is a rate constant of the absorption of the contaminant in
the intestines.

Amount of contaminant in the gut
(Gut)

Fraction of contaminant
absorbed via inhalation

Absinhalation
(unitless)

The fraction of contaminant absorbed via inhalation
(Absinhalation) is defined to control the quantity of contaminant
that is absorbed by inhalation.

Amount of contaminant in the
alveolar space (AlveolarSpace)

Blood:Air
coefficient

PCBloodAir
(unitless)

The blood:air partition coefficient is the ratio of the
concentration of contaminant in blood over the concentration in
air at equilibrium.

Amount of contaminant in the
alveolar space (AlveolarSpace)

partition

Parameters related to the distribution of the contaminant in the human body
Name

Abbreviation
and unit

Purpose

Used for calculating the following
state variable(s)

Partition coefficients

PC (unitless)

Concentration
of
contaminant
leaving the compartments (Cout)

Binding to erythrocytes

BindingRBC,
OptionBindingRBC,
OptionNoBindingRBC
(unitless)

Capacity of erythrocytes to
bind contaminants

BIND (mg/L)

The tissue:blood partition coefficients are the ratio of the
concentration of contaminant in tissue over the concentration
in blood at equilibrium
The variable BindingRBC was created to allow the user to
specify if the contaminant binds to the red blood cells
(erythrocytes). Two options are then proposed to the user:
OptionBindingRBC if the contaminant binds to the erythrocytes
and OptionNoBindingRBC otherwise.
The parameter BIND is the maximum capacity of erythrocytes
to bind the contaminant.

Concentration
of
contaminant
leaving the compartments (Cout)

Concentration
of
contaminant
leaving the compartments (Cout)
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Half-saturation constant for
partitioning between blood
and plasma



KBIND (mg/L)

The parameter KBIND is the half-saturation constant useful in
partitioning of contaminants between blood and plasma.

Concentration
of
contaminant
leaving the compartments (Cout)

Parameters related to the metabolism of the contaminant
Name

Abbreviation
and unit

Purpose

Used for calculating the following
state variable(s)

Maximum velocity of the
metabolic reaction per kg of
bodyweight

VmaxperBDW
(mg/min/kg of
BDW)

The maximum velocity of the metabolic reaction per kg of
bodyweight (VmaxperBDW) is used to compute the maximum
velocity (Vmax), a parameter of the Michaelis-Menten equation
used to describe the metabolism of the contaminant.

Maximum velocity (Vmax)

Michaelis constant of the
metabolic reaction (Km)

Km (mg/L)

The Michaelis constant is a parameter of the Michaelis-Menten
equation used to describe the metabolism of the contaminant

Amounts in all compartments (A)

Clearance
per
bodyweight

of

CLperBDW
(L/min/kg
BDW)

Main
cytochrome
P450
involved in metabolism

MainCYP
(unitless)

kg

The clearance is the rate at which a substance is cleared from
of an organ by metabolism. The clearance per kg of bodyweight
(CLperBDW) is used together with the bodyweight to compute the
clearance.

Clearance (CL)

The contaminants can be metabolized by cytochromes P450. Content of the main cytochrome
The parameter MainCYP allows the user to indicate which P450 (Content_MainCYP)
cytochrome P450 is mainly involved in the metabolism of the
contaminant.
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Parameters related to the excretion of the contaminant from the body
Name

Abbreviation
unit

and

Purpose

Excretion rate per kg of
bodyweight

KexperBDW ((min*kg The excretion rate reflects the process of excretion of the
of BDW) -1)
contaminant by the different organs (for instance, the
urinary excretion in the kidneys). The excretion rate per
kg of bodyweight (CLperBDW) is used together with the
bodyweight to compute the excretion rate as a function
of age.

Excretion rate (Kex)

Biliary excretion rate

Kebile (min-1)

Amount in the liver (Liver, A)

The biliary excretion is the transfer of contaminants
(parent compounds or metabolites) from the liver to the
bile through the hepatocytes.

Used for calculating the following
state variable(s)
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1.3.8

Intermediate State variables

An ‘Intermediate State variable’ is defined as a dependent variable calculated within the model. Some State variables are fixed during a model run or
simulation because they are calculated only from parameters. Some others are time-dependent because they are calculated from parameters, but also from
time-dependent forcing variables. We distinguish ‘Intermediate State variables’ and ‘Regulatory State variables’. The first ones are generally not used by
decision-makers for regulatory purposes but can be used as performance indicators of the model that change over the simulation. The second ones can be
used by decision-makers for regulatory purposes.
For running the FW-org model, the following state variables are calculated for the following purposes. All the state variables for which no forcing variable is
required are constant all over the calculation time. Instead, the state variables for which forcing variable(s) is/are required are time-dependent. In the following
tables, the following symbols were adopted:



Physiological state variables:

Name
Age

Abbreviation
unit
Age (y)

and

Purpose

Process followed for calculating the state variable

The age of the individual

t

InitialAge

Age

Bodyweight

BDWTotal (kg)

Represents the bodyweight as a function of age
Age

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWTotal
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Bodyweight
without
variations
in
adulthood
Relative weight
of compartments

BodyweightNoVarAdult
(kg)

Represents the bodyweight as a function of age
excluding the increase of adipose tissues
during adulthood

scW (unitless)

Represents the relative weight of each
compartment (organ/tissue) as a fraction of the
bodyweight

Age

BDWNoVarAdult

Age

BDWNoVarAdult

scW

sum
of
the
relative weights
except
adipose
weight
Relative weight
of adipose tissues

sum_scW (unitless)

Volumes
of
compartments

V (L)

scWAdipose (unitless)

Represents the sum of the relative weight of
each compartment except the adipose tissues as
a fraction of the bodyweight
Represents the relative weight of the adipose
tissues

scW

sum_scW

sum_scW

scWAdipose

Represents the volume of each compartment
(organ/tissue)

Age

DensityOrgan

BDWNoVarAdult
scW

V

BDWTotal

scWAdipose
BDWVariability

Cardiac output

QC (L/min)

Is the total blood flow
Age

QC
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Relative
flows

blood

scQ (unitless)

Represents the relative blood flow of each
compartment as a fraction of the cardiac output

scWadult

scWAdipose

scW
scQadult
scQ

Sum of relative sum_scQ (unitless)
blood flows

Is the sum of the relative blood flows

Blood flows

Represents the blood flows entering in
compartments

Q (L/min)

scQ

scQ

sum_scQ

QC

sum_scQ

Q

Transfer from gut
lumen to faeces

Kgut2faeces (L/min)

Transfer
from
stomach lumen to
gut lumen

Kstom2gut (L/min)



Represents the transfer of contaminants from
gut lumen to faeces

Age

Kgut2faeces

Represents the transfer of contaminants from
the stomach lumen to the gut lumen

Age

Kstom2gut

State variables related to the absorption of the contaminant

Name
Breathing
frequency
Tidal volume

Abbreviation and
unit
BreathFreq (min-1)

VTidal (L)

Purpose

Process followed for calculating the state variable

Represents the number of breaths taken within
a minute.

Age

BreathFreq

Represents the volume of air that moves in or
out of the lungs in one normal breath.

Age

VTidal
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Dead space volume

Alveolar volume

VDS (L)

VA (L)

Represents the part of the tidal volume that
does not participate in gas exchanges.

Age

Represents the part of the tidal volume that
participates in gas exchanges.

VTidal

VDS

VDS

VA

Alveolar
ventilation rate

QP (L/min)

Represents the rate of air flow that the gas
exchange areas of the lungs encounter during
normal breathing.

VA

BreathFreq

QP



State variables related to the metabolism of the contaminant

Name
Clearance

Abbreviation and
unit
CL (L/min)

Purpose
Represents the metabolic clearance in all
organs/compartments

Process followed for calculating the state variable

CLperBDW

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWVariability

CL

Content
of
cytochrome P450 in
compartments

ContentCYP
(unitless)

Gives
the
abundance
of
individual
cytochromes as a fraction of the adult
abundance

Age

ContentCYP
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Content of the main
cytochrome P450

ContentMainCYP
(unitless)

Gives the abundance of the main cytochrome
involved in metabolism as a fraction of the
adult abundance

MainCYP

ContentCYP

ContentMainCYP

Maximum velocity

Vmax (mg/min)

Represents the maximum rate achieved by the
metabolic reaction at saturating substrate
concentrations

VmaxperBDW

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWVariability

Vmax



State variables related to the excretion of the contaminant from the body

Name
Excretion
constant

rate

Abbreviation and
unit
Kex (min-1)

Purpose
Represents the parameter of the first order
reaction for the excretion of the contaminant

Process followed for calculating the state variable

KexperBDW

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWVariability

Kex
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1.3.9

Regulatory State variables

A ‘Regulatory State variable’ is defined as a dependent variable calculated within the model. It is generally time-dependent because they are calculated from
parameters, but also from time-dependent forcing variables and loadings. We distinguish ‘Intermediate State variables’ and ‘Regulatory State variables’. The
first ones are generally not used by decision-makers for regulatory purposes but can be used as performance indicators of the model that change over the
simulation. The second ones can be used by decision-makers for regulatory purposes.
Name

Abbreviation and unit

Purpose

AInput (mg)

This variable can be used to quantify the amount of contaminants absorbed by
the individual through several exposure routes

Cumulative
amount
of
contaminants inhaled
Cumulative
amount
of
contaminants ingested
Concentration
of
contaminants in the organs

AInhalation (mg)

This variable can be used to quantify the amount of contaminants inhaled

AIngestion (mg)

This variable can be used to quantify the amount of contaminants ingested

C (mg/L)

This variable gives the time-evolution of the concentrations in the different
organs/tissues of the body. This can therefore be used to be compared to actual
measurements (for example, concentration in blood) or to threshold defined by
risk assessors.

Amount of
metabolized

AMetabolism (mg)

This variable gives the cumulative amount of metabolites fored during the
exposure. This variable can be of particular interest for compounds whose
metabolites are responsible of the toxic action.

Urine (mg)

This variable gives the cumulative amount of contaminants excreted in the
urine. Used together with the volume of urine excreted daily, this variable can
be compared to actual measurements of contaminant in urine as usually
provided in biomonitoring studies.

Cumulative
amount
contaminants absorbed

of

contaminants

Amount of contaminants
excreted in the urine

End of Level 1 documentation (basic end-user)
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2 Level 2 documentation (background science)
2.1 Processes and assumptions
The description of the processes is based on several publications (Gerlowski and Jain, 1983; Peters,
2012; Bois and Jamei, 2012; Beaudouin et al., 2010).

2.1.1

Process n°1: Growth

Description and assumptions
The anatomy and physiology of an individual evolves from birth to elderly. Such evolutions can be
integrated in PBPK models using mathematical relationships as function of age for the PBPK
parameters.
In our model, four different models were used to describe the changes related to age: the Preece–
Baines model, the von Bertalanffy equation, a sigmoid function and a polynomial function. The
Preece–Baines growth model is a family of curves that conforms to the shape of the human growth
curve. It combines two different exponential growth phases to represent the gradual growth of infants
followed by a faster growth of adolescents, but becoming rapidly asymptotic. In von Bertalanffy
model, growth is the fastest at the outset, gradually diminishes, and finally reaches zero. In the
sigmoid or logistic function, the initial stage of growth is approximately exponential, then, as
saturation begins, the growth slows and stops. If none of the von Bertalanffy or the sigmoid models
fitted the data correctly, a polynomial function was used. For few parameters, it has not been possible
to define a single function for the whole life, so several functions were defined on different time
ranges.
Notable effects of aging on the bodyweight and absolute tissue volumes, that are modelled, include
skeletal muscle atrophy and variations of the adipose tissues. Aging atrophy of the muscle begins
around 24 years old and thereafter accelerates, and the adipose volume starts to increase around age
20. The evolution of the cardiac output is described by a rapid increase from birth to adulthood, and
then by a decrease modelling the effects of aging. Due to the lack of data on blood flow changes with
age, regional blood flows were assumed to change proportionally to tissue volumes, as proposed by
Clewell et al. (2004).
Metabolism was assumed to be dependent on age but not gender. The cytochrome P450
activity/expression in infants was related to the adult level given the functions developed by Johnson
et al. (2006) for the individual cytochrome P450.
Alternatives and limits
Quantitative relationships linking bodyweight, tissue volumes, or other physiological parameters with
age have already been developed for childhood or for the whole life (Clewell et al., 2004; Haddad et
al., 2001; Price et al., 2003). However, these relationships are not well-suited for our model, because
they have not been established for all the organs of our PBPK model, and because our model is
parameterized with relative tissue volumes (as a fraction of body weight) instead of tissue volumes.

2.1.2

Process n°2: Absorption by inhalation

Description and assumptions
Inhalation is a major source of exposure to environmental contaminants. The lungs can be divided in
two regions: the upper airway and the lower respiratory tract. The upper respiratory tract includes the
nose, nasal passages, mouth and the pharynx down to the vocal cords in the larynx. The lower
respiratory tract includes the trachea, the bronchus (branches of the trachea going to each lobe of the
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lung), the bronchioles (branches of the bronchi) and the alveoli. The alveoli are little air sacs in the
lungs where gas exchanges take place. As for other routes of administration, the absorption kinetics in
the lung tissues depends on both compound- and physiology-related parameters (such as partitioning
between air and blood, the alveolar ventilation rate...).
In our PBPK model, the gas exchanges (inhalation and exhalation of contaminant, oxygenation of
blood...) were modelled in the alveolar space and not in other parts of the respiratory tree. The
exchanges of compound between blood and alveolar air are assumed to be very rapid. The lungs as an
organ were modelled separately in another compartment. The alveolar space is located between the
venous blood and the lungs. A simple model was selected to describe gas exchanges. A few
assumptions were made, as done usually in PBPK models: (i) a one-directional airflow was assumed
in the region of gas exchange (i.e., with air moving through the lungs with a constant flow rate equal
to the alveolar ventilation rate), (ii) a rapid equilibrium is reached between the lung air and blood in
the alveoli, i.e., the alveolar concentration is given by dividing the arterial blood concentration by the
blood:air partition coefficient (Reddy et al., 2005).
Alternatives and limits
More detailed description of the gas exchanges were included in few PBPK models. In these models,
the lungs are described by several compartments representing different regions of the respiratory tract
such as the upper respiratory tract, the dead space, the alveolar space, the pulmonary capillaries... Such
a description is rarely required for environmental contaminants and the exposure scenarios for the
general population. Moreover these more sophisticated models require a high number of physiological
and compound-dependent parameters that are difficult to obtain.

2.1.3

Process n°3: Absorption by ingestion

Description and assumptions
A compound administered by a non-intravenous route needs to get absorbed into systemic circulation.
Oral absorption refers to the transport of the molecules across the enterocytes lining the
gastrointestinal tract into the venous capillaries along the gut wall. The majority of compound
absorption occurs in the small intestine because of its large absorptive surface area and high blood
perfusion rate. The large intestine has a considerably smaller absorptive surface area than the small
intestine, but it may still serve as a site of absorption for compounds that are not completely absorbed
from the small intestine. The rate of absorption depends upon a number of physiological factors such
as the gastric emptying times, the pH of the different gut regions, the transporters, and compounddependant factors such as the lipophilicity.
In our PBPK model, two models are defined for ingestion: a simplified model and a direct input in the
liver. The simplified model consists in separating the gastrointestinal tract into the stomach and the
guts. Each of these was divided into 2 compartments: the lumen (in which the contaminant enters) and
the wall (linked to the systemic circulation). The compound first enters in the lumen stomach and then
can be absorbed and passes in the stomach wall or can reach the gut lumen. In the gut lumen, the
compound can be absorbed (and reach the systemic circulation via the gut wall) or be excreted in the
faeces. The exchanges between the lumen and the wall are modelled by a first order reaction
dependent of the concentration of contaminant in the stomach or gut lumen.
Alternatively, a direct input can be made in the liver. However, in that case local metabolism in the gut
may not be correctly described but could be compensate by using a fraction of contaminant absorbed
lower than 1.
Alternatives and limits
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More sophisticated gut absorption models were proposed in the literature. These models describe the
different sections of the guts and take into account the regional intestinal pH, transit times from one
section to another, the presence of active transporters or enzymes in the region. Such models were first
developed to describe the oral absorption of therapeutic drugs including the dissolution phase of the
drug and to provide reliable predictions of the compound kinetics in the hours or minutes following
the administration. Such a description is rarely required for environmental contaminants and
exposures. Moreover these more sophisticated models require a high number of parameters to inform
them.

2.1.4

Process n°4: Distribution in compartments

Description and assumptions
In pharmaco/toxicology, distribution refers to the reversible partitioning of a compound into the
various tissues of the body from the systemic circulation. Each organ or tissue can receive different
doses of the compound and the compound can remain in the organs or tissues for a varying amount of
time. The compound can be moved from the plasma to the tissue until the equilibrium is established.
The distribution in the tissues or organs depend on factors related to the physiology of the individual
(e.g., vascular permeability, regional blood flow, cardiac output and perfusion rate of the tissue) and
factors related to the compound (e.g., molecular size, lipid solubility, pKa, affinity to bind tissue and
plasma proteins). Distribution occurs rapidly into highly perfused tissues such as the liver, heart and
kidney. Other tissues with a slower rate of distribution (such as muscle or adipose tissues) will
continue to absorb the compound from the plasma over a longer period.
In our model, the blood flow is unidirectional, constant and non-pulsatile. The chemical is assumed to
distribute evenly and homogeneously throughout the compartment volume. Moreover the compound
distribution into all compartments is assumed to be limited by perfusion, i.e., the tissue membranes
present no barrier to diffusion. Blood flow is then the limiting factor to distribution in the various
organs or tissues. The extent of tissue distribution is determined by a partition coefficient that is a
measure of the compound’s affinity to the tissue.
Alternatives and limits
In our PBPK model, the tissues or organs are represented by one compartment in which the compound
is rapidly and homogeneously distributed and the distribution is flow-limited. This representation is
obviously a simplified description of the process. The assumption of perfusion flow-limited kinetics is
justified for small lipophilic drugs that are neither too big or too hydrophilic to distribute into organs.
The assumption that a tissue/organ is a single, well stirred compartment with uniform concentration of
the compound within it can fail for compounds whose intracellular concentrations can be different
from their extracellular concentrations due to involvements of transporters in their uptake. In this case,
the compartment could be divided in several sub-compartments to describe better the physiology of an
organ or tissue with a vascular space, an interstitial space and a cellular space. However such a
modelling approach is rarely used due to the lack of data to inform the parameters. The predictions of
our model should therefore be taken with caution for such compounds under certain exposure
scenarios.

2.1.5

Process n°5: Metabolism

Description and assumptions
Xenobiotic metabolism is the irreversible transformation of a parent compound into metabolites by
enzymatic reactions. In specific instances, a metabolite may be the actual compound of interest.
Nearly all metabolic transformations result in products more polar (more water soluble) than the
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parent chemical, facilitating the removal from the organism. Metabolism is the major mechanism for
elimination of most compounds and its reactions are generally grouped into two phases. Phase I
metabolism includes oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis, and hydration reactions. Phase II reactions use
an endogenous compound, such as glucuronic acid, glutathione, or sulfate, for conjugation to the
compound or its phase I-derived metabolite to produce more polar end products that can be more
readily excreted in bile or urine. The liver has been long recognized as the major site of metabolism
for most compounds although metabolism can take place in many organs/tissues (gut, lungs, kidneys,
brain, skin, etc.).
In our PBPK model, metabolism can be simulated in all organs/compartments. Two models are
currently implemented in the tool to model metabolism of contaminants: a first order reaction and a
saturable Michaelis-Menten reaction. The linear model assumes that the rate of metabolism is
proportional to the rate of change of the concentration of the contaminant in the organ. The saturable
Michaelis-Menten reaction implies that the reaction is essentially first order at low concentrations of
the compound, and it approaches zero order after a certain high concentration. These two models
cover a wide range of contaminants and exposure scenarios (low and high doses).
Alternatives and limits
The first order reaction and the Michaelis-Menten as implemented in the tool are not able to deal with
contaminants that inhibit or induce their own metabolism. The PBPK model is therefore inaccurate for
contaminants for which auto-induction or auto-inhibition of metabolism is reported in previous
studies.
The extent of metabolism is not only determined by enzymology (as supposed in our model) but also
by transporters. Indeed, in addition to enzymes, transporters can play an important role in determining
the rate and the extent of metabolism of ionisable compounds whose membrane permeability may be
poor. Our model is therefore not suitable under certain exposure scenarios for such compounds.

2.1.6

Process n°6: Excretion

Description and assumptions
Excretion of a compound refers to the removal of the compound and its metabolites from the body.
For most compounds, excretion occurs predominantly via the kidneys in urine. Some compounds and
their metabolites can also be extensively excreted in the bile. Biliary excretion requires active
secretory transport since compounds are transported across the biliary epithelium against a
concentration gradient. Compounds excreted into the bile often undergo some degree of reabsorption
along the intestine (enterohepatic circulation). If the biliary excreted drug is totally reabsorbed from
the intestine, biliary secretion is a component of compound distribution. Only when there is no or
incomplete reabsorption from the intestine does it become a route of elimination. Excretion can also
happen via saliva, sweat, lungs and breast milk for nursing mothers.
In our PBPK model, excretion can occur in all organs/compartments and is described by a first-order
reaction. This model assumes that the rate of excretion is proportional to the rate of change of the
amount of the contaminant in the organ. Contaminants excreted by bile enter in the gut lumen and can
be reabsorbed.
Alternatives and limits
The excretion model proposed in our PBPK model is quite simple but is widely used in many
occasions. More complex models were proposed to describe the renal excretion as a combination of
three processes: glomerular filtration, tubular secretion and tubular reabsorption. Because the
parameterization of these processes necessitates a large amount of data or information, this model was
not implemented.
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Our model assumes that the excretion is not a saturable process in the organ (this is quite rare for
environmental exposures), but the excretion of the compounds is limited by the perfusion of the organ.
In some cases, this could lead to an apparent saturation pattern.
End of Level 2 documentation (end-user with expertise in process)
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3 Level 3 documentation (numerical information)
3.1 Numerical default values (deterministic and/or probabilistic)
3.1.1

Initialization of concentrations in compartments

All amounts in the compartments are initialized to 0 at the beginning of the simulations.

3.1.2

Parameters for the simulation scheme

3.1.2.1

Age at the beginning of the simulation (InitialAge)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
InitialAge is the age of the individual (in years) when the simulation starts.
Role in the model
The age at the beginning of the simulation is used to compute the age of the individual throughout the
time span of the simulation.
Parameter default value and PDF
The parameter has to be informed by the user. The default value is 0 years old.

3.1.3

Physiological parameters

3.1.3.1

Density of organs (DensityOrgan)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The density of an organ or a tissue is its mass per unit of volume.
Role in the model
The density of organs is used to compute the volume of organs in order to convert kg into L.
Parameter default value and PDF
The density of organs is 1 kg/L for all organs/tissues except for adipose tissues (0.9 kg/L) and bones
(2 kg/L).
3.1.3.2

Variability in the bodyweight (BDWVariability)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The bodyweight is given by an equation as a function of age. In order to allow inter-individual
variability of the bodyweight for persons of the same age, the parameter BDWVariability was created. The
user can use this parameter to constraint the bodyweight to a specific value or to simulate a random
population.
Role in the model
The variability in the bodyweight (BDWVariability) is used to compute the bodyweight (BDWTotal), the
volumes of organs (V) and the metabolic and excretion rate constants (Vmax, CL and Kex).
Database used for parameter estimation
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The inter-individual variability for bodyweight was estimated with the database of the NHANES study
gathering the weights of males and females from 2 to 90 years old in United States (National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1995).
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X]
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ]
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [] to be informed by the end user case by case
Parameter estimation description
A normal distribution was used to model the bodyweight inter-individual variability. The mean of the
distribution was the estimated value of bodyweight. The standard deviation was calibrated by
analyzing the residual variability of the fit and corresponds to a CV of 15% for men and women.
Figure 2 presents the estimated variability compared to the data. The human inter-individual
variability is represented in the form of histograms for several ages. A likelihood based statistical test
was used to assess that the predicted distribution of the bodyweight at each age (obtained from the
1000 simulations) does not differ from the observed bodyweight’s distribution of the NHANES
database.

Figure 2: Time evolution of the bodyweight in women (A) and men (B). At several ages, the interindividual variability is represented with histograms. The filled circles are the median of the bodyweights
observed per class of age (the range is one year), and the dotted lines are the minimum and the maximum
bodyweight observed at age class.

Parameter default value and PDF
The variability in the bodyweight (BDWVariability) is modelled as a normal distribution with mean 1 and
standard deviation 0.15. The user can also fix a constant value. The default value is 1.

3.1.3.3

Relative organ weight in adults (scWadult)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
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The relative organ weights in adults (scWadult) are the proportions of the weight of an organ/tissue
compared to the bodyweight for an adult person.
Role in the model
The scaling factors scWadult are used to compute a ratio between the weight of an organ at time t and
the weight of the same organ in adulthood. This ratio is then used to compute the time evolution of the
blood flows.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [ ]
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ]
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X] to be informed by the end user case by case
Parameter default value and PDF
The scaling factors for the weight of compartments in adults were obtained from the data collected by
ICRP (2002). The following tables present their numerical values.
Because the weight of the organs is a function of the bodyweight and the relative organ weights in
adults, the organ variability can be handled by the parameter BDWvariability. Therefore it does not
seem necessary to add variability to the relative organ weights in adults. Nevertheless, a revue of the
literature showed that the CV for organ weight is close to 15% (range between 9% and 16%) that is
similar to the bodyweight variability (Table 3).
Table 1: Scaling factors for the weight of compartments in adult men (ICRP, 2002).

Organ
Adipose
Adrenals
Blood
Bones
Bones (non-perfused)
Brain
Breast
Gut (wall)

Value
0.1986
0.0002
0.0767
0.0753
0.0185
0.0199
0.0003
0.0140

Organ
Gut (lumen)
Heart
Kidneys
Liver
Lungs
Marrow
Muscle
Pancreas

Value
0.0089
0.0045
0.0042
0.0247
0.0068
0.0500
0.3973
0.0019

Organ
Sexual organs
Skin
Spleen
Stomach (wall)
Stomach (lumen)
Thyroid
Urinary_Tract

Value
0.0008
0.0452
0.0021
0.0021
0.0034
0.0003
0.0010

Table 2: Scaling factors for the weight of compartments in adult women (ICRP, 2002).

Organ
Adipose
Adrenals
Blood
Bones
Bones (non-perfused)
Brain
Breast
Gut (wall)

Value
0.3167
0.0002
0.0683
0.0667
0.0183
0.0217
0.0083
0.0160

Organ
Gut (lumen)
Heart
Kidneys
Liver
Lungs
Marrow
Muscle
Pancreas

Value
0.0100
0.0042
0.0046
0.0233
0.0070
0.0450
0.2917
0.0020

Organ
Sexual organs
Skin
Spleen
Stomach (wall)
Stomach (lumen)
Thyroid
Urinary_Tract

Value
0.0016
0.0383
0.0022
0.0023
0.0038
0.0003
0.0010
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Table 3: Inter-individual variability of the organ weights in adults reported by Johns et al. (2010).

Tissue Weights
Body
Liver
Brain
Heart
Spleen
Kidney
3.1.3.4

Coefficient of variation (%)
12.5
10.2
8.8
16.1
15.3
16.1

Relative blood flows in adults (scQadult)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The relative blood flows are scaling factors used to compute the blood flow entering in an organ/tissue
according to the cardiac output.
Role in the model
These scaling factors are used to compute the blood flows.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [ ]
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ]
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X] to be informed by the end user case by case
Parameter default value and PDF
The scaling factors for the tissular blood flow in adults were computed using the data collected by
ICRP (2002). The values reported here are not exactly the same as proposed in ICRP because the sum
of the flows was not equal to 1. Therefore we multiplied the flows proposed by ICRP by a factor 1.03.
The following tables present the numerical values for men and women respectively. Table 6 presents
the variability reported by Price et al. (2003).
Table 4: Relative blood flow in adult men

Organ
Adipose
Adrenals
Bones
Brain
Breast
Gut (wall)
Heart

Value
0.052
0.003
0.021
0.124
0.0002
0.144
0.041

Organ
Kidneys
Liver (arterial)
Lungs
Marrow
Muscle
Pancreas
Sexual organs

Value
0.196
0.067
0.026
0.031
0.175
0.010
0.001

Organ
Skin
Spleen
Stomach (wall)
Thyroid
Urinary_Tract

Value
0.052
0.031
0.010
0.015
0.001
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Table 5: Relative blood flow in adult women

Organ
Adipose
Adrenals
Bones
Brain
Breast
Gut (wall)
Heart

Value
0.087
0.003
0.021
0.124
0.004
0.165
0.051

Organ
Kidneys
Liver (arterial)
Lungs
Marrow
Muscle
Pancreas
Sexual organs

Value
0.175
0.067
0.026
0.031
0.124
0.010
0.004

Organ
Skin
Spleen
Stomach (wall)
Thyroid
Urinary_Tract

Value
0.051
0.031
0.010
0.015
0.001

Table 6: Inter-individual variability of tissular blood flows reported by Price et al. (2003).

Blood flows
(L/min)
well perfused
Red marrow
Brain
Kidneys
Liver
Pancreas
Thyroid
Spleen
GI organs
Poorly perf.
Dermis
Epidermis
Skeletal muscle
Yellow marrow

Mean

Std. dev.

8.00
0.48
0.68
1.17
1.32
0.060
0.10
0.22
0.93
3.79
0.45
0.020
0.95
0.22

1.35
0.083
0.00
0.25
0.22
0.011
0.018
0.04
0.16
0.59
0.052
0.0023
0.17
0.018

Coefficient of
Variation (%)
0.17
0.17
0.00
0.22
0.16
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.18
0.17

3.1.4

Parameters related to absorption

3.1.4.1

Fraction of contaminant absorbed via ingestion (Absingestion)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The fraction of contaminant absorbed via ingestion (Absingestion) was defined to control the quantity of
contaminant that is absorbed by ingestion (via the gastro-intestinal tract or modelled as a direct input
in the liver). This fraction was introduced to take into account mechanisms that may not be well
described for some contaminants between an intake and the subsequent concentrations in the body.
Role in the model
Absingestion is used to compute the quantity of contaminant absorbed via ingestion.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ], eventually
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
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Perfect information [X]
Parameter default value and PDF
The fraction of contaminant absorbed via ingestion (Absingestion) can be estimated using toxicokinetic
studies under controlled laboratory exposures. The default value is set to 1.
3.1.4.2

Ingestion (Ingestion, OptionIngestionGIT, OptionIngestionSkipGIT, OptionNoIngestion)

The variable Ingestion was created to allow the user to skip the description of the contaminant fate in
the gastro-intestinal (GI) tract after the ingestion of the contaminant. Three options are proposed to the
user: OptionNoIngestion if the contaminant is not ingested, OptionIngestionGIT if the ingestion is modelled via
the GI tract (the input of the contaminant is in the stomach lumen), and OptionIngestionSkipGIT if the
ingestion is modelled as a direct input in the liver. These three parameters are set to default values that
should not be modified by the user: 0, 1 and 2 for OptionNoIngestion, OptionIngestionGIT and
OptionIngestionSkipGIT respectively.
According to the option selected, the user has to assigned values to different sets of parameters. If
OptionIngestionGIT is selected, the values of the transfer rates in the gastro-intestinal tract have be
assigned. If OptionIngestionSkipGIT is selected, only the fraction absorbed will be required (AbsIngestion).
3.1.4.3

Absorption from the stomach lumen to the stomach wall (Kastomach)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
Kastomach is a rate constant of the absorption of the contaminant in the stomach. The absorption is
modelled by a diffusion process. The contaminant leaves the stomach lumen to reach the stomach wall
and enter in the systemic circulation. The unit is per minute (min-1).
Role in the model
Kastomach is used to compute the quantity of contaminant that is absorbed from the stomach.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ], eventually
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X]
Parameter default value and PDF
Transfers from the stomach lumen to the stomach wall (Kastomach) can be estimated with toxicokinetic
studies under controlled laboratory exposures. The default value is set to 0 (no absorption in the
stomach).
3.1.4.4

Absorption from the gut lumen to the gut wall (Kagut)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
Kagut is a rate constant of the absorption of the contaminant in the intestines. The absorption is
modelled by a diffusion process. The contaminant leaves the gut lumen to reach the gut wall and enter
in the systemic circulation. The unit is per minute (min-1).
Role in the model
Kagut is used to compute the quantity of contaminant that is absorbed from the intestines.
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Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ], eventually
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X]
Parameter default value and PDF
The transfer rate Kagut can be estimated with toxicokinetic studies under controlled laboratory
exposures. The default value is set to 0 (no absorption in the intestines).
3.1.4.5

Fraction of contaminant absorbed via inhalation (Absinhalation)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The fraction of contaminant absorbed via inhalation (Absinhalation) was defined to control the quantity of
contaminant that is absorbed by inhalation. This fraction was introduced to take into account
mechanisms that may not be well described for some contaminants between an intake and the
subsequent concentrations in the body.
Role in the model
Absinhalation is used to compute the quantity of contaminant absorbed via inhalation.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [ ], eventually
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X]
Parameter default value and PDF
The fraction of contaminant absorbed via inhalation (Absinhalation) can be estimated using toxicokinetic
studies under controlled laboratory exposures. The default value is set to 0 (the compound does not
enter in the body).
3.1.4.6

Blood:Air partition coefficient (PCBloodAir)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The blood:air partition coefficient is the ratio of the concentration of contaminant in blood over the
concentration in air at equilibrium.
Role in the model
The blood:air partition coefficient is used to describe the uptake and the elimination of the
contaminant via lungs.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
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Expert elicitation [ ], eventually
Bayesian approach [ ], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X]
Parameter default value and PDF
The blood:air partition coefficient can be determined experimentally or be estimated using quantitative
structure-activity relationships (QSAR) or quantitative property-property relationships. For nonvolatile compounds, PCBloodAir should be fixed to a very high value (e.g., 1099).

3.1.5

Parameters related to distribution

3.1.5.1

Tissue:blood partition coefficients (PC)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
A tissue:blood partition coefficient is defined as the ratio of the concentration in a tissue to the
concentration in blood.
Role in the model
The transfer of contaminants from blood to the tissues is modelled using an equilibrium factor, the
partition coefficient.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [X], eventually
Bayesian approach [X], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [ ]
Parameter default value and PDF
The default value is set to 1 (in order to avoid division by 0). Usually partition coefficients are
obtained from in vivo experiments in which tissular concentrations were measured or from in silico
tools like QSAR models. Recently an on-line tool was proposed to predict tissue:plasma partition
coefficients using several published algorithms (http://spark.rstudio.com/kprftree/myapp/).
Table 7 presents the variability of partition coefficients observed in several studies.
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Table 7: Variability (expressed as coefficients of variation) observed in tissue:plasma partition coefficients from several studies.
Tissue:Plasma

Study
I

Study
II

Study
III

Study
IV

Study
V

Study
V

Study
VI

Study
VII

Study
VII

Study
VII

Study
VIII

Mean

Muscle

0.27

0.49

0.28

0.29

0.29

0.23

0.16

0.23

0.14

0.10

0.12

0.24

Skin

0.27

-

0.31

0.37

-

-

0.14

-

-

-

-

0.27

Fat

0.50

0.38

0.18

0.25

0.20

0.14

0.10

0.05

0.52

-

0.10

0.24

Liver

0.07

0.26

0.34

-

0.25

0.13

0.09

0.26

0.16

0.11

-

0.18

Kidneys

0.38

0.34

0.17

0.13

0.16

0.31

0.10

0.13

0.25

0.37

0.11

0.22

Brain

0.07

0.22

0.13

0.29

0.17

0.44

0.16

0.08

0.35

0.07

-

0.20

Heart

0.16

0.27

0.16

0.17

0.12

0.34

0.16

-

-

-

-

0.20

Lungs

0.44

0.33

0.28

0.29

0.16

0.24

0.11

-

-

-

-

0.27

Spleen

-

0.22

0.07

-

0.17

0.21

0.10

-

-

-

-

0.15

Testes

-

0.28

-

-

0.18

0.25

0.07

-

-

-

-

0.19

Stomach

-

0.58

0.16

-

0.19

0.30

-

-

-

-

-

0.31

Small intestine

-

0.45

0.23

-

0.14

0.26

0.17

-

-

-

-

0.25

Large intestine

-

-

0.28

-

0.53

0.25

-

-

-

-

-

0.35

Pancreas

-

-

-

-

0.14

0.16

0.13

-

-

-

-

0.14

Study I: Plowchalk, et al, 1992
Study II: Shin et al., 2009
Study III: Bjorkman et al., 1996
Study IV: Ichimura et al., 1983
Study V : Bjorkman et al., 1990
Study VI: Ebling et al., 1994
Study VII: Csanady et al., 2002
Study VIII : Gearhart et al., 1993
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3.1.5.2

Binding to erythrocytes (BindingRBC, OptionBindingRBC, OptionNoBindingRBC)

The variable BindingRBC was created to allow the user to specify if the contaminant binds to the red
blood cells (erythrocytes). Two options are then proposed to the user: OptionBindingRBC if the
contaminant binds to the erythrocytes and OptionNoBindingRBC otherwise. The default value is no binding
to erythrocytes. The values for OptionBindingRBC and OptionNoBindingRBC are respectively 1 and 0.
If the OptionBindingRBC is selected, the user has to assigned values to two parameters, BIND and
KBIND.
3.1.5.3

Capacity of erythrocytes to bind contaminants (BIND)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The parameter BIND is the maximum capacity of erythrocytes to bind the contaminant. The unit is
mg/L.
Role in the model
The parameter BIND is used to compute the concentration of contaminant leaving the compartments.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [], eventually
Bayesian approach [], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X] to be informed by the end user case by case
Parameter default value and PDF
The default value is set to 0.
3.1.5.4

Saturation constant for partitioning between blood and plasma (KBIND)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The parameter KBIND is the half-saturation constant useful in partitioning of contaminants between
blood and plasma. The unit is mg/L.
Role in the model
The parameter KBIND is used to compute the concentration of contaminant leaving the compartments.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [], eventually
Bayesian approach [], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X] to be informed by the end user case by case
Parameter default value and PDF
The default value is set to 1.
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3.1.6

Parameters related to metabolism

3.1.6.1

Maximum velocity per kg of bodyweight (VmaxperBDW)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The maximum velocity of the metabolic reaction per kg of bodyweight (VmaxperBDW) is used to
compute the maximum velocity (Vmax), a parameter of the Michaelis-Menten equation used to describe
the metabolism of the contaminant. Vmax represents the maximum rate achieved by the reaction at
maximum (saturating) substrate concentrations and is expressed as amount of product (i.e.,
metabolites) formed per time.
The unit of VmaxperBDW is mg/min/kg of BDW.
Role in the model
The parameter VmaxperBDW is used to compute the quantity of contaminant metabolized.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [X], eventually
Bayesian approach [X], eventually
QSAR or read-across [X]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [ ]

Parameter default value and PDF
The maximum velocity is specific to each contaminant and to each species. Several methods are
available to determine the maximum velocity of a metabolic reaction: in vitro experiments using
tissues of the species of interest (here, humans), in vivo experiments (when available) or QSAR
models. In the PBPK model, VmaxperBDW is expressed in mg/min/kg of BDW. It is therefore necessary
to convert the Vmax values found in the literature into this unit.
Several in vitro experiments can be used to estimate Vmax and will provide estimates with different
units. The most widely used in vitro experiments for determining Vmax are cells, subcellular fractions
of tissues, tissues slices or recombinant enzymes. For each type of experiments, the extrapolation of
the Vmax estimated in vitro into an in vivo Vmax value is different.
In experiments using microsomes, the in vitro Vmax values are usually expressed per amount of
microsomal proteins. For a tissue, the in vivo Vmax value is given by:
(1)

Vmax vivo (nmol/min/kg of BDW ) = Vmax micro (nmol/min/mg MSP )× MPPGT(mg MSP/g tissue )× VTissue (g ) BDW(kg )

where Vmaxmicro is the maximum velocity estimated using microsomes, MPPGT is the content of
microsomal protein (MSP) per gram of tissue, VTissue is the volume of the tissue and BDW is the
bodyweight. The contents of microsomal proteins in the metabolizing tissues can be found in the
literature. For example, the following values can be used:
− Liver: 32 mg/g (95% CI : 29-34 mg/g) (Barter et al., 2007)
− Kidneys: 45 mg/g
− Lungs: 20 mg/g
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− Gut: 3 mg/g
In case of experiments with hepatocytes, the in vivo Vmax will be obtained as follow:
(2)

Vmax vivo (nmol/min/kg of BDW ) = Vmax hep (nmol/min/# of cells)× HPGL(# of cells/g liver )× VLiver (g ) BDW(kg )

where Vmaxhep is the maximum velocity estimated in vitro with hepatocytes, HPGL is the number of
hepatocytes per gram of liver, VLiver is the volume of the liver and BDW is the bodyweight. The
number of cells in the metabolizing tissues can be found in the literature. For the liver, a value of 99 x
106 cells/g of liver is widely used (95% CI: 74-131 x 106 cells/g of liver) (Barter et al., 2007).
Usually it will also be necessary to divide by the molar mass to obtain the VmaxperBDW value in mg and
not in mol.
The default value is set to 0.
The inter-individual variability is usually quite large for metabolic parameters. Table 8 presents
observations reported in several studies
Table 8: Inter-individual variability observed for the maximum velocity

Coefficient of Variation (%)
44
57
26
21.5

3.1.6.2

References
Peter, 1990
Reitz, 1989
Knaak, et al., 1995
Browne et al., 1987

Michaelis constant (Km)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The Michaelis constant (Km) is a parameter of the Michaelis-Menten equation used to describe the
metabolism of the contaminant. Km is defined as the substrate concentration at which the reaction rate
is half of Vmax and is an inverse measure of the affinity of the contaminant for the enzymes (a small
Km indicates a high affinity).
Km is expressed in mg/L.
Role in the model
The parameter Km is used to compute the quantity of contaminant metabolized.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [X], eventually
Bayesian approach [X], eventually
QSAR or read-across [X]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [ ]
Parameter default value and PDF
The Michaelis constant is specific to each contaminant and to each species. Several methods are
available to determine the Michaelis constant of a metabolic reaction: in vitro experiments using
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tissues of the species of interest (here, humans), in vivo experiments (when available) or QSAR
models.
Unlike Vmax, the units of Km for in vitro or in vivo experiments are the same (mol/L or mg/L) so
scaling is not required (except the molar mass if the in vitro Km is given in mol/L).
The default value is set to 1.
The inter-individual variability is usually quite large for metabolic parameters. Table 9 presents
observations reported in several studies
Table 9: Inter-individual variability observed for the Michaelis parameter

Coefficient of Variation (%)
18
18
19
18
23.4

3.1.6.3

References
Peter, 1990
Reitz, 1989
Kerbusch et al., 2001
Kerbusch et al., 2001
Browne et al., 1987

Clearance per kg of bodyweight (CLperBDW)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The clearance is the rate at which a substance is removed or cleared from an organ or the body by
metabolism (here). In the PBPK model, the user has to inform the clearance per kg of bodyweight
(CLperBDW) that will be used together with the calculated bodyweight to compute the clearance. The
clearance then increases with age. The unit of CLperBDW is L/min/kg of BDW.
Role in the model
The parameter CLperBDW is used to compute the quantity of contaminant metabolized.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [X], eventually
Bayesian approach [X], eventually
QSAR or read-across [X]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [ ]
Parameter default value and PDF
The clearance is specific to each contaminant and to each species. Several methods are available to
determine the clearance of a metabolic reaction: in vitro experiments using tissues of the species of
interest (here, humans), in vivo experiments (when available) or QSAR models. In the PBPK model,
CLperBDW is expressed in L/min/kg of BDW. It is therefore necessary to convert the CL values found in
the literature into this unit.
The default value is set to 0.
The inter-individual variability is usually quite large for clearances and elimination rates. Table 10
presents observations reported in several studies.
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Table 10: Inter-individual variability observed for the clearances and excretion rates

Parameters
Urinary clearance
Plasma clearance

Coefficient
of Variation (%)
11.3
5.6 – 11.5

Creatinine excretion

32-35

3.1.6.4

References
Florijn et al., 1994
Agarwal, 2003; Chowdhury et al., 1998;
Gaspari et al., 1998; Tan et al., 2002
Araki, 1980 ; ter Maaten et al., 2014

Main cytochrome P450 involved in metabolism (MainCYP)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The contaminants can be metabolized by cytochromes P450. The parameter MainCYP allows the user
to indicate which cytochrome P450 (CYP1A2, CYP2B6, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP2E1,
CYP3A, CYP3A4, CYP3A5, CYPC18, CYPC19, and others) is mainly involved in the metabolism of
the contaminant. If none of the cytochromes proposed metabolizes the contaminant, the user has to
choose the option “Others”.
Role in the model
The parameter MainCYP is used to select a function that apportions the clearance or Vmax values to
the enzyme content as a function of the age of the individual in order to compute the quantity of
contaminant metabolized.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [], eventually
Bayesian approach [], eventually
QSAR or read-across []
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [X]
Parameter default value and PDF
The cytochromes involved in the metabolism of the contaminants are usually identified in in vitro
metabolism studies (recombinant enzymes). By default, none of the cytochromes proposed is selected
(default value is 0).

3.1.7

Parameters related to excretion

3.1.7.1

Excretion rate per kg of bodyweight (KexperBDW)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The excretion rate reflects the process of excretion of the contaminant by the different organs (for
instance, the urinary excretion in the kidneys or blood). In the PBPK model, the user has to inform the
excretion rate per kg of bodyweight (KexperBDW) that will be used together with the calculated
bodyweight to compute the excretion rate as a function of age. The excretion rate increases with age.
The unit of KexperBDW is (min*kg of BDW) -1.
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Role in the model
This parameter is used to compute the quantity of contaminant excreted.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [X], eventually
Bayesian approach [X], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [ ]
Parameter default value and PDF
The default value is set to 0 (no excretion). Excretion rates are usually derived from in vivo
experiments. See Table 10 for the inter-individual variability for excretion parameters.
3.1.7.2

Biliary excretion rate (Kebile)

Physical/chemical/biological/empirical meaning
The biliary excretion is the transfer of contaminants (parent compounds or metabolites) from the liver
to the bile through the hepatocytes. A compound excreted in bile may be reabsorbed from the
gastrointestinal tract and returned to the general circulation.
The unit is min-1.
Role in the model
This parameter is used to compute the quantity of contaminant excreted via bile.
Parameter estimation type
Calibration [X], eventually
Extrapolation [ ]
Expert elicitation [X], eventually
Bayesian approach [X], eventually
QSAR or read-across [ ]
Mechanistic model [ ]
Perfect information [ ]
Parameter default value and PDF
The default value is set to 0 (no biliary excretion).
End of Level 3 documentation
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4 Level 4 documentation (mathematical information)
4.1 Mathematical models for State variables
The objective is to present the mathematical models used for calculating each of the State variables
conceptually listed in 3.8. The understanding of these models is a prerequisite for understanding the
mass balance equations presented in the next section. In the following tables, the following symbols
were adopted:

4.1.1

Physiological state variables

4.1.1.1

Age of the individual in years (Age)

The age of the individual is computed with the age at the beginning of the simulation (InitialAge) and
the time t during the simulations. Age is calculated as follow:
(3)

Age = InitialAge + time × yearPerDay

The process is reminded here:
t

InitialAge

Age

4.1.1.2

Bodyweight (BDWTotal, BDWNoVarAdult)

The bodyweight is expressed as a function of age. The bodyweight model is a combination of the
Preece-Baines model until adulthood and then a polynomial function of order 2 that describes the
increase of bodyweight in adults and the slowly decrease in elderly people. In our model, variations of
the bodyweight in adulthood are assumed to be variations of the volumes of the adipose tissues and the
muscle.
The bodyweight model was calibrated with the data obtained in the NHANES study (National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1995). The whole dataset was used to calibrate the bodyweight
model by minimizing the least squared error. Figure 3 presents the fit of the bodyweight model for
men and women to the NHANES database.
We first defined the expression BDWNoVarAdult, the bodyweight without the variations in adulthood, and
then the total bodyweight (BDWTotal).
The process to compute the two expressions using other parameters or state variables is reminded
here:
Age

Age

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWNoVarAdult
BDWTotal
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and are calculated as follows for men:
(4)

BDWNoVarAdult = 75.2066 −

2.0∗(75.2066−55.9612)

�e(0.5524∗(Age−13.0920)) +e(0.0439∗(Age−13.0920))�

BDWNoVarAdult
BDWTotal = �
−0.0116 × Age2 + 1.1510 × Age + 56.0646

(5)

and for women:
(6)

BDWNoVarAdult = 62.9549 −

2.0∗(62.9549−49.3657)

�e(0.8404∗(Age−11.5669)) +e(0.0671∗(Age−11.566)) �

BDWNoVarAdult
BDWTotal = �
−0.0126 × Age2 + 1.2503 × Age + 44.4459

(7)
250

if Age < 18.48
if Age ≥ 18.48

B

250

if Age < 17.94
if Age ≥ 17.94
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Figure 3: Fit of the model for the bodyweight (red curve) to experimental data (blue circles) for men
(panel A) and for women (panel B) (NHANES, 1995).

4.1.1.3

Relative organ weights (scW)

The relative weight of organs (as a fraction of the bodyweight) can be constant over the lifetime or can
evolve during the growth (for example, the relative weight of the brain is greater in newborns than in
adults). These relative weights can then be expressed as a function of age. For muscle, the atrophy
during adulthood was taken into account.
The equations or values for scW are presented in Table 11 and Table 12 for men and women
respectively. Values reported by the ICRP (2003), Altman and Dittmer (1962) and Lexell et al. (1988)
were used to derive the equations. The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is
displayed Figure 4 and Figure 5. The relative weight of the adipose tissues is not calculated here but is
given by another parameter (scW_Adipose).
The process to compute the relative weight of compartments (scW) using other parameters or state
variables is reminded here:

Age

BDWNoVarAdult

scW
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Table 11: Equations for the relative organ weights (scW) for men.

Compartment
Adrenals
Blood

Equations
2.0E-4+(0.00171-2.0E-4)*exp(-2.02×Age)
-0.0273×Age+0.0771
0.0761+(0.0289-0.0761)×exp(-0.5923×Age)
Blood Arterial
0.25 × scW[Blood]
Blood Venous
0.75 × scW[Blood]
Bones
0.07492+(0.05283-0.07492)×exp(-0.13317×Age)
Bones NP
0.0938-(0.07492+(0.05283-0.07492)×exp(-0.13317×Age))
Brain
(1.45+(0.353-1.45)×exp(-0.44×Age))/BDWNoVarAdult
Breast
0.000342/(1.0+exp(-1.42×Age +20.1))
Gut
-0.000103×Age2+0.00154×Age +0.0128
0.014
Gut Lumen
0.0089+(0.0276-0.0089)×exp(-0.574×Age)
Heart
0.0045
Kidneys
0.0042+(0.00767-0.0042)×exp(-0.206×Age)
Liver
0.0247+(0.0409-0.0247)×exp(-0.218×Age)
Lungs
0.0068
Marrow
0.05+(0.0138-0.05)×exp(-0.112×Age)
Muscle
0.3973+(0.201-0.3973)×exp(-0.141×Age)
(0.3973+(0.201-0.3973)×exp(-0.141×Age))×(0.000126×Age2+0.00613×Age+0.926)
Pancreas
0.00192
Sexual Organs
-1.52E-7×Age3+9.33E-6×Age2-1.12E-4×Age +4.80E-4
8.0E-4
Skin
-1.17E-5×Age3+5.41E-4×Age2-0.0062×Age +0.046
0.0452
Spleen
0.0021
Stomach
0.0021
Stomach Lumen 0.0034+(0.0105-0.0034)×exp(-0.522×Age)
Thyroid
0.000274
Urinary Tract
0.00104

Age<0.99
Age≥0.99

Age<14.11
Age≥14.11

Age<25.91
Age≥25.91

Age <20.43
Age≥20.43
Age <20.01
Age ≥20.01
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Table 12: Equations for the relative organ weights (scW) for women.

Compartment
Adrenals
Blood

Equations
2.2E-4+(0.00171-2.2E-4)*exp(-2.02×Age)
-0.0273×Age+0.0771
3.28E-5×Age3-1.21E-3×Age2+1.24E-2×Age+0.039
0.065
Blood Arterial
0.25 × scW[Blood]
Blood Venous
0.75 × scW[Blood]
Bones
0.0679+(0.0487-0.0679)×exp(-0.7433×Age)
Bones NP
0.085-(0.0679+(0.0487-0.0679)×exp(-0.7433×Age))
Brain
0.0206+(0.1091-0.0206) ×exp(-0.1644×Age)
Breast
0.008329/(1.0+exp(-1.69×Age +25.11))
Gut
-7.421E-5×Age2+1.276E-3×Age + 0.01230
0.016
Gut Lumen
0.0100+(0.0294-0.0100)×exp(-0.932×Age)
Heart
0.0042
Kidneys
0.0046+(0.0071-0.0046)×exp(-0.221×Age)
Liver
0.0231+(0.0362-0.0231)×exp(-0.153×Age)
Lungs
0.0070
Marrow
0.045+(0.0138-0.045)×exp(-0.136×Age)
Muscle
0.2917+(0.207-0.2917)×exp(-0.339×Age)
(0.2917+(0.207-0.2917)×exp(-0.339×Age))×(0.000126×Age2+0.00613×Age+0.926)
Pancreas
0.0020
Sexual Organs
-0.0011×Age+0.0013
2.64E-7×Age3-1.79E-6×Age2-5.65E-6×Age +2.81E-4
0.0015
Skin
-7.89E-6×Age3+4.02E-4×Age2-0.0052×Age +0.046
0.0383
Spleen
0.0022
Stomach
0.0023
Stomach Lumen 0.0038+(0.013-0.0038)×exp(-0.882×Age)
Thyroid
0.00028
Urinary Tract
0.00097

Age<1
Age≤14
Age>20

Age<14.4
Age≥14.4

Age<25.91
Age≥25.91

Age≤1
Age <20.43
Age≥20.43
Age <20.01
Age ≥20.01
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Figure 4: Fit of the models for the relative weights of organs/tissues to experimental data in men (ICRP,
2003; Altman and Dittmer, 1962; Lexell et al., 1988).
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Figure 5: Fit of the models for the relative weights of organs/tissues to experimental data in women
(ICRP, 2003; Altman and Dittmer, 1962; Lexell et al., 1988).
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4.1.1.4

Sum of the relative weights except adipose weight (sum_scW)

The sum of the relative weights except adipose weight is used to compute the weight of adipose
tissues and is given by:

sum_scW =

(8)

∑ scW

i∈Cpt -Adipose

i

The relative weights are unitless. The process to compute sum_scW using other parameters or state
variables is reminded here:
scW

4.1.1.5

sum_scW

Relative weight of adipose tissues (scWAdipose)

To ensure that the sum of the compartment volumes does not exceed the bodyweight, the relative
weight of adipose tissues is calculated as follows:

scWAdipose = 0.96 − ∑ scWi

(9)

i∉Adipose

4% of the bodyweight is not integrated as it corresponds to non-perfused tissues (non-perfused bones
are a specific compartment). The process to compute the relative weight of adipose tissues (scWAdipose)
using other parameters or state variables is reminded here:
sum_scW

scWAdipose

In the tool, a correction by the relative weight of total (arterial + venous) blood was applied since
arterial, venous and total bloods are present in the variable scW.
4.1.1.6

Volumes of the compartments (V)

The volumes of the compartments (V) evolve during lifetime and are calculated as a function of the
relative weight of the compartment (scW), the bodyweight of the individual obtained by multiplying
the bodyweight (BDWNoVarAdult) by the human variability (BDWVariability) and the density of organs
(DensityOrgan). For all compartments (but adipose tissues), the volume of the compartments (V) is
then given by:
(10)

V=

scW × BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability
DensityOrgan

For adipose tissues, the equation includes the increase of the weight in adulthood:

(11)

VAdipose

scW × BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability


DensityOrgan
=
(
BDWTotal - BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability ) + scWAdipose × BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability


DensityOrgan

if Age ≤ 18.5
if Age > 18.5

The unit is in L. The process to compute the volumes of the compartments (V) using other parameters
or state variables is reminded here:
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Age

DensityOrgan

BDWNoVarAdult
scW

V

BDWTotal

scWAdipose
BDWVariability

4.1.1.7

Cardiac output (QC)

The cardiac output is the total blood flow and is computed as a function of age. The cardiac output
increases during growth and then decreases in adulthood. The unit is L/min. The process to compute
the cardiac output (QC) using other parameters or state variables is reminded here:
Age

QC

Values for the cardiac output were reported by ICRP (2003) and Luisada et al. (1980). These values
were used to derive equations. The equation for men is:

6.642 + (0.6 - 6.642) × exp(-0.1323 × Age)
QC = 
2
 - 8.95E - 4 × Age + 0.0607 × Age + 5.54

(12)

if Age < 33.37
if Age ≥ 33.37

and for women is:

7.734 + (0.6 - 7.734) × exp(-0.09747 × Age)
QC = 
2
 4.73E - 4 × Age - 0.0782 × Age + 7.37

(13)

if Age < 16.03
if Age ≥ 16.03

The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is displayed Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Fit of the model for the cardiac output to experimental data for men (panel A) and for women
(panel B) (ICRP, 2003; Luisada et al., 1980).

4.1.1.8

Relative blood flows (scQ)

Because very few experimental data exist about the tissular blood flow at different ages, we assume
that the evolution of the blood flow of a compartment is similar to the evolution of the compartment
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volume. The scaling factors for the blood flows (scQ) then depend on the ratio of the volume of the
compartment at time t and over the volume during adulthood:

scQ =

(14)

scW
× scQ adult
scWadult

The scaling factors are unitless. The process to compute the blood flows (Q) using other parameters or
state variables is reminded here:
scWadult

scWAdipose

scW
scQadult
scQ

4.1.1.9

Sum of the relative blood flows (sum_scQ)

To ensure that the relative blood flows sum up to 1, a variable corresponding to the sum of the relative
blood flows (sum_scQ) was created and given by:
(15)

sum_scQ = ∑ scQ i
i∈Cpt

The relative blood flows are unitless. The process to compute sum_scQ using other parameters or state
variables is reminded here:
sum_scQ

scQ

4.1.1.10 Blood flows (Q)
The blood flows (Q) of the different compartments are calculated as a function of the cardiac output
(QC), the relative blood flows (scQ) and the sum of the relative blood flows (sum_scQ). The scaling
factor for a compartment is divided by the sum of all the scaling factors for ensuring that they sum up
to 1:
(16)

Q=

scQ
× QC
sum_scQ

The unit is L/min. The process to compute the blood flows (Q) using other parameters or state
variables is reminded here:
scQ

QC

sum_scQ

Q

4.1.1.11 Rate from stomach lumen to gut lumen (Kstom2gut)
The variable Kstom2gut governs the transfer of contaminants from the stomach lumen (where the
contaminant arrives after ingestion) to the gut lumen. This variable is age- and sex-dependent. The
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unit is L/min. The process to compute the transfer from stomach lumen to gut lumen (Kstom2gut) using
other parameters or state variables is reminded here:
Age

Kstom2gut

Values for the stomach content and transit times were reported by the ICRP (2003) and used to derive
an equation. Kstom2gut is given respectively for men and women by:
(17)

K stom2gut = 0.006 + (0.0006 - 0.006) × exp(-0.073× Age)

(18)

K stom2gut = 0.004 + (0.0007 - 0.004) × exp(-0.129 × Age)

The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is displayed Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Fit of the model for the transfer of contaminants from gut to faeces to experimental data for
men (panel A) and for women (panel B) (ICRP, 2003).

4.1.1.12 Rate from gut lumen to faeces (Kgut2faeces)
The variable Kgut2faeces governs the transfer of contaminants from gut to faeces. This variable is ageand sex-dependent. The unit is L/min. The process to compute the transit from guts to faeces
(Kgut2faeces) using other parameters or state variables is reminded here:
Age

Kgut2faeces

Values for the gut contents and transit times were reported by the ICRP (2003) and used to derive an
equation. Kgut2faeces is given respectively for men and women by:
(19)

K gut2faeces = 0.0005078 + (0.00007093 - 0.0005078) × exp(-0.06992 × Age)

(20)

K gut2faeces = 0.000394 + (0.0000775 - 0.000394) × exp(-0.095× Age)

The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is displayed Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Fit of the model for the transfer of contaminants from gut to faeces to experimental data for
men (panel A) and for women (panel B) (ICRP, 2003).

4.1.2

State variables related to absorption

4.1.2.1

Breathing frequency (BreathFreq)

The breathing frequency (or respiratory rate) is the number of breaths taken within a minute. The
breathing frequency decreases with age. The process to compute the breathing frequency (BreathFreq)
using other parameters or state variables is reminded here:
BreathFreq

Age

Values for the breathing frequency were reported by the ICRP (2003) and used to derive an equation.
Only the reference values for the activity “sitting awake” were analysed. The breathing frequency is
given by, for men and women respectively:

BreathFreq = 12 + (39.94 − 12)× exp(− 0.15 × Age)

(21)

BreathFreq = 14 + (40.2 − 14)× exp(− 0.173 × Age)

(22)

The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is displayed Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Fit of the model for the breathing frequency to experimental data for men (panel A) and for
women (panel B) (ICRP, 2003).
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4.1.2.2

Tidal volume (VTidal)

The tidal volume (in L) is the volume of air that moves in or out of the lungs in one normal breath.
The tidal volume increases with age. The process to compute the tidal volume (VTidal) using other
parameters or state variables is reminded here:
Age

VTidal

Values reported by the ICRP (2003) for the activity “sitting awake” were used to derive an equation
for men and women respectively:

0.0337 × Age + 0.0407 if Age < 21.05
VTidal = 
0.75
if Age ≥ 21.05

VTidal = 0.46 + (0.0392 - 0.46)× exp(- 0.127 × Age)

(23)
(24)

The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is displayed Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Fit of the model for the tidal volume to experimental data for men (panel A) and for women
(panel B) (ICRP, 2003).

4.1.2.3

Dead space volume (VDS)

In lungs, the dead space is the part of the tidal volume that does not participate in gas exchanges. The
dead space volume (in L) increases with age. The process to compute the dead space (VDS) using other
parameters or state variables is reminded here:
Age

VDS

Values reported by the ICRP (2003) were used to derive an equation for men and women respectively:

(25)

(26)

0.0076 × Age + 0.0101 if Age < 18.41
VDS = 
0.15
if Age ≥ 18.41

0.0065 × Age + 0.0131 if Age < 16.45
VDS = 
0.12
if Age ≥ 16.45


The adjustment of these equations to the experimental data is displayed Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Fit of the model for the dead space volume to experimental data for men (panel A) and for
women (panel B) (ICRP, 2003).

4.1.2.4

Volume of the alveolar space (VA)

The alveolar volume (VA in L) is the part of the tidal volume that participates in gas exchanges. The
alveolar volume is computed by subtracting the dead space volume to the tidal volume. The process is
reminded here:
VTidal

VDS

VA

The expression for VA is:
(27)

4.1.2.5

VA = VTidal − VDS
Alveolar ventilation rate (QP)

The alveolar ventilation rate (QP) is the rate of air flow that the gas exchange areas of the lungs
encounter during normal breathing. This rate is calculated as a function of the breathing frequency and
the alveolar volume:
(28)

Q P = VA × BreathFreq

The unit is L/min. The process to compute alveolar ventilation rate (QP) using other parameters or
state variables is reminded here:
VA

BreathFreq

QP
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4.1.3

State variables related to metabolism

4.1.3.1

Clearance (CL)

The clearance is calculated as the product of the clearance per kg of BDW (CLperBDW) by the
bodyweight (BDW) as follow:

CL = CL perBDW × BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability

(29)

The unit is L/min. The clearance then increases with the bodyweight and the age of the individual. The
clearance is used to compute the amount of contaminant metabolized. The process to compute the
clearance (CL) using other parameters or state variables is reminded here:
CLperBDW

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWVariability

CL

4.1.3.2

Content of cytochrome P450 in compartments (ContentCYP)

Data on the ontogeny of cytochrome P450 were integrated in the calculation of the metabolic rates to
account for the differences in the enzyme activity between children and adults. The relationships
between the age and the enzyme expression and activity of several cytochromes P450 derived by
Johnson et al. (2006) were used. Table 13: Cytochrome P450 activity as a function of the activity in
adults (Johnson et al., 2006).Table 13 summarizes these relationships given as fraction of adult
cytochrome abundance. The fractions could not exceed 1 and are unitless.
The process to compute the content of cytochrome P450 in compartments (ContentCYP) using other
parameters or state variables is reminded here:
Age

ContentCYP
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Table 13: Cytochrome P450 activity as a function of the activity in adults (Johnson et al., 2006).

Individual cytochrome P450
CYP1A2

CYP2B6


Age1.41 

min1.0,
1.13 + Age1.41 


1.07 × Age 

min1.0,
1.31 + Age 



0.716 × Age
min1.0,
+ 0.3 
0.02 + Age




0.821× Age
min1.0,
+ 0.21
0.01 + Age



CYP2C8

CYP2C9



1.01× Age
min1.0,
+ 0.036 
0.101 + Age


0.27

4.22 × Age 

min1.0,
7.66 + Age0.27 


CYP2D6

CYP2E1

CYP3A

CYP3A4and5

4.1.3.3

Function



0.639 × Age
+ 0.42 
min1.0,
2.36 + Age


0.83


Age

min1.0,
0.83 
0.31 + Age 


CYPC18and19



0.857 × Age
+ 0.23 
min1.0,
0.99 + Age



Others

1.0

Content of the main cytochrome involved in metabolism (ContentMainCYP)

For each contaminant, the user will select the main cytochrome involved in the metabolism using the
parameter MainCYP. According to the cytochrome selected, the relative abundance of the main
cytochrome will be integrated in the calculation of the metabolic rates. The process to compute the
variable ContentMainCYP (unitless) using other parameters or state variables is then:
MainCYP

ContentCYP

ContentMainCYP

and is given by the following relationship:
(30)

Content MainCYP = ∑ MainCYPi × Content CYP
i in CYP

4.1.3.4

Maximum velocity (Vmax)

The maximum velocity (Vmax) is a parameter of the Michaelis-Menten equation used to describe the
metabolism of the contaminant. Vmax represents the maximum rate achieved by the reaction at
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maximum (saturating) substrate concentrations and is expressed as amount of product (i.e.,
metabolites) formed per time (here mg/min). Vmax is given by:

Vmax = Vmax perBDW × BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability

(31)

The unit of Vmax) is mg/min.
The process to compute maximum velocity (Vmax) using other parameters or state variables is then:
VmaxperBDW

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWVariability

Vmax

4.1.4

State variables related to excretion

4.1.4.1

Excretion rate constant (Kex)

The excretion in organs/compartments is modelled as a first order reaction. The parameter of the
reaction is the excretion rate constant that depends on the excretion rate per kg of bodyweight
(KexperBDW) and the bodyweight of the individual:

Kex = Kex perBDW × BDWNoVarAdult × BDWVariability

(32)

The process to compute Kex using other parameters or state variables is then:
KexperBDW

BDWNoVarAdult

BDWVariability

Kex

The unit is in min-1.

4.2 Mass balance equations
The objective of Chapter 4.2 is to present the mass balance equations describing the PBPK model. In
the following tables, the following symbols were adopted:

4.2.1

The system of differential equations

The PBPK model yields to a set of ordinary differential equations. The differential equations were
established for the amount (A) of the contaminant in each compartment. The organs/tissues
represented as compartments in the PBPK model are (the name of the compartment is given in
parentheses): the adipose tissues (Adipose), the adrenal glands (Adrenal), the alveolar space
(AlveolarSpace), the arterial blood (ArterialBlood), the perfused bones (Bones), the brain (Brain), the
breast (Breast), the gut wall (Gut), the gut lumen (Gut_Lumen), the heart (Heart), the kidneys
(Kidneys), the liver(Liver), the lungs (Lungs), the bone marrow (Marrow), the muscles (Muscle), the
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pancreas (Pancreas), the sexual organs (Sexual_Organs), the skin (Skin), the spleen (Spleen), the
stomach wall (Stomach), the stomach lumen (Stomach_Lumen), the thyroid (Thyroid), the
organs/tissues that composed the urinary tract (Urinary_Tract) and the venous blood (VenousBlood).
4.2.1.1

Standard differential equations

Most of the compartments share the same differential equations to describe the behaviour of
contaminant. For all the compartments cited above except the compartments involved in
absorption of contaminants (i.e., the gut and stomach lumen for ingestion and the alveolar space,
arterial and venous blood for inhalation) and the liver that has two blood supplies, the amount in
compartment named Cpt is given by:

the
the
the
the


C (t ) 
dCpt (t )
= QCpt ×  C BloodArterial (t ) − Cpt  − Cpt _ to _ MetabolitesCpt − Cpt _ to _ Excretion
dt
PCCpt 


(33)

Where:







Cpt is the amount in the compartment Cpt (mg),
CBloodArterial is the concentration in the arterial blood (mg/L),
CCpt is the concentration in the compartment Cpt(mg/L),
QCpt is the blood flow entering in the compartment Cpt (L/min),
PCCpt is the Cpt:blood partition coefficient (unitless)
Cpt_to_MetabolitesCpt is a transfer describing the metabolism in the compartment Cpt
(mg/min),
 Cpt_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in the compartment Cpt (mg/min).

In the tool, two transfers were defined to model the distribution of the contaminant in the compartment
Cpt as follow:
(34)

ArterialBlood_to_Cpt = Q Cpt × C BloodArterial (t )

(35)

Cpt_to_VenousBlood = Q Cpt ×

C Cpt (t )
PC Cpt

These transfers correspond to the first term of the equation (33). Blood sorting of gut lumen, the
pancreas, the spleen and the stomach first pass by tthe liver before reaching the whole blood
circulation. For these 4 compartments, the transfer Cpt_to_VenousBlood does not exist and is then
replaced by the transfer Cpt_to_Liver (the equation (35) is the same).
4.2.1.2

Metabolism (Metabolites_Cpt, Cpt_to_MetabolitesCpt)

Metabolism can occur in all compartments of the PBPK model except in the gut and stomach lumen
and in the alveolar space. Two equations are proposed to model metabolism either as a saturable
(Michaelis-Menten equation) or a linear process (a first order reaction). The transfer
Cpt_to_MetabolitesCpt is then:
Cpt_to_MetabolitesCpt =

(36)

Vmax Cpt × ContentMainCYP × C Cpt
+ CL Cpt × ContentMainCYP × C Cpt
Km Cpt + C Cpt

Where:
 CCpt is the concentration in the compartment Cpt(mg/L),
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 VmaxCPT is the maximum velocity of the metabolic reaction in the compartment Cpt
(mg/min),
 ContentMainCYP is the activity of the main cytochrome P450 involved in the metabolic
reaction as a function of the age of the individual (unitless),
 KmCpt is the Michaelis constant of the metabolic reaction in the compartment Cpt (mg/L),
 CLCpt is the clearance of the first order metabolic reaction (L/min).
The amount (in mg) of metabolites formed in each compartment is given by:
d(Metabolites_Cpt )
= Cpt_to_MetabolitesCpt
dt

(37)

4.2.1.3

Excretion in the compartments (Cpt_to_Excretion)

Excretion can occur in all compartments of the PBPK model except in the gut and stomach lumen and
in the alveolar space. Excretion is described by a linear process (a first order reaction). The transfer
Cpt_to_ Excretion is then:
Cpt_to_Excretion = Kex Cpt × Cpt

(38)

Where:
 Cpt is the amount in the compartment Cpt(mg),
 KexCpt is the excretion rate in the compartment Cpt (min-1).
In kidneys, the excretion is assumed to occur via urine.
4.2.1.4

Excretion in urine (Urine)

The excretion in the kidneys is assumed to occur via urine. The amount of contaminant excreted via
urine (in mg) is given by:
dUrine(t )
= Kidneys_to_Urine(t ) = Kex Kidneys × Kidneys(t )
dt

(39)

Where:
 Kidneys is the amount in the kidneys (mg),
 KexKidneys is the excretion rate in the kidneys (min-1).
4.2.1.5

Differential equation for liver (Liver, Liver_to_GutLumen, Ingestion_skipGIT)

The liver has two blood supplies, the hepatic portal vein and the hepatic artery. The hepatic artery
carries blood from the aorta and the portal vein from the gastrointestinal tract, the spleen and the
pancreas. The differential equation for the amount in liver is:
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(40)

C (t )
(t )
(t )
dLiver(t )
C
C
C (t )
= Q Liver × C BloodArterial (t ) + Q Stomach × Stomach + Q Spleen × Spleen + Q Pancreas × Pancreas + Q Gut × Gut
dt
PC Stomach
PCSpleen
PC Pancreas
PC Gut
− (Q Liver + Q Stomach + Q Spleen + Q Pancreas + Q Gut )×

C Liver (t )
PC Liver

− Liver_to_MetabolitesLiver − Liver_to_Excretion − Liver_to_GutLumen
+ Ingestion_skipGIT

The first line of the equation (40) corresponds to the entry of contaminant in the liver from the arterial
blood, the stomach, the spleen, the pancreas and the gut. The second line corresponds to the amount of
contaminant that leaves the liver to reach the venous blood. In the liver the contaminant can be
metabolized (Liver_to_MetabolitesLiver), excreted (Liver_to_Excretion) or excreted via bile in the
gut lumen (Liver_to_GutLumen). A direct intake is also modelled directly in the liver in order to skip
the description of the absorption through the gastro-intestinal tract (Ingestion_skipGIT).
The notations used in equation (40) are:







Liver is the amount in the liver (mg),
CBloodArterial is the concentration in the arterial blood (mg/L),
CCpt is the concentration in the compartment Cpt (mg/L),
QCpt is the blood flow entering in the compartment Cpt (L/min),
PCCpt is the Cpt:blood partition coefficient (unitless)
Liver_to_MetabolitesLiver is a transfer describing the metabolism in the compartment
(mg/min),
 Liver_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in the compartment (mg/min),
 Liver_to_GutLumen is a transfer describing the excretion via bile (mg/min),
 Ingestion_skipGIT is an intake of contaminant as a direct input in the liver (mg/min).

The transfer Liver_to_GutLumen is given by:
Liver_to_GutLumen = Ke bile × Liver(t )

(41)

Where:
 Kebile is the biliary excretion rate (min-1),
 Liver is the amount in the liver (mg).
The intake Ingestion_skipGIT is null if the user select the ingestion via the gastro-intestinal tract,
otherwise it is given by:
Ingestion_skipGIT = Absingestion × Q ing,rate (t )

(42)

Where:
 Absingestion is the fraction of contaminant absorbed via ingestion (unitless),
 Qing,rate is the rate at which the contaminant is ingested (mg/min). In MERLIN-Expo, Qing,rate is
given in mg/day to fit with the environmental models. All the model variables are converted in
day (instead of minute) to standardize the units.
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4.2.1.6

Differential equation for stomach (Stomach, StomachLumen, Ingestion_GIT,
StomachLumen_to_GutLumen, StomachLumen_to_Stomach)

The stomach is composed by two compartments: the wall and the lumen. If ingested, the contaminant
is introduced in the stomach lumen and can pass to the stomach wall or reach the gut lumen. The
stomach wall is perfused and then linked to the circulatory system. The equation for the lumen is:
dStomachLumen(t )
= Ingestion_GIT − Ka stomach × StomachLumen (t ) − K stom2gut × CStomachLumen (t )
dt

(43)

The first term of the equation (43) corresponds to the ingestion, the second term to the absorption
through the stomach and the last term to the transfer to the gut lumen. The notations used in
equation (43) are:






StomachLumen is the amount in the stomach lumen (mg),
CStomachLumen is the concentration in the stomach lumen (mg/L),
KaStomach is the absorption rate constant in the stomach (min-1),
KStom2gut is the rate constant for the transfer to gut lumen (L/min),
Ingestion_GIT is an intake of contaminant (mg/min).

The intake Ingestion_GIT is null if the user chooses to skip the gastro-intestinal tract, otherwise it is
given by:
Ingestion_GIT = Q ing,rate (t )

(44)

Where:
 Qing,rate is the rate at which the contaminant is ingested (mg/min). In MERLIN-Expo, Qing,rate is
given in mg/day to fit with the environmental models. All the model variables are converted in
day (instead of minute) to standardize the units.
In MERLIN-Expo, the transfers from the stomach lumen to the gut lumen and from the stomach
lumen to the stomach wall (absorption of the compound) are represented respectively by:
(45)

StomachLumen_to_GutLumen = K stom2gut × CStomachLumen (t )

(46)

StomachLumen_to_Stomach = Ka stomach × StomachLumen (t )

The equation for the stomach wall is:

(t ) 
dStomach(t )
C
= Ka stomach × StomachLumen (t ) + Q Stomach ×  C BloodArterial (t ) − Stomach 
dt
PC Stomach 


(47)

− Stomach_to_MetabolitesStomach − Stomach_to_Excretion

Where:







StomachLumen is the amount in the stomach lumen (mg),
KaStomach is the absorption rate constant in the stomach (min-1),
QStomach is the blood flow entering the stomach wall (L/min),
CBloodArterial is the concentration in the arterial blood (mg/L),
CStomach is the concentration in the stomach wall (mg/L),
PCStomach is the stomach:blood partition coefficient (unitless),
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 Stomach_to_MetabolitesStomach is a transfer describing the metabolism in the stomach
(mg/min),
 Stomach_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in the stomach (mg/min).
4.2.1.7

Differential
equations
GutLumen_to_Faeces)

for

gut

(Gut,

GutLumen,

GutLumen_to_Gut,

The gut is composed by two compartments: the wall and the lumen. If ingested, the contaminant is
introduced in the stomach lumen and can reach the gut lumen. In the lumen, the contaminant can be
excreted via faeces or absorbed in the gut wall to reach the blood circulation. The gut wall is perfused
and then linked to the circulatory system. The equation for the lumen is:
dGutLumen(t )
= K stom2gut × CStomachLumen (t ) + Ke bile × Liver(t ) − K gut2faeces × C GutLumen (t ) − Ka Gut × GutLumen(t )
dt

(48)

The first term of the equation (63) corresponds to the input from the stomach lumen, the second term
to excretion via bile from the liver, the third term to the excretion in the faeces and the last term to the
absorption in the gut wall. The notations used in equation (63) are:









GutLumen is the amount in the gut lumen (mg),
Liver is the amount in the liver (mg).
CGutLumen is the concentration in the gut lumen (mg/L),
CStomachLumen is the concentration in the stomach lumen (mg/L),
Kstom2gut is the rate constant for the transfer to gut lumen (L/min),
Kgut2faeces is the rate constant for the excretion in faeces (L/min),
Kebile is the biliary excretion rate (min-1),
KaGut is the absorption rate constant in the gut wall (min-1).

In MERLIN-Expo, the transfers of the contaminants from the gut lumen to the gut wall (absorption of
the compounds) and to the faeces (excretion) are given respectively by:
GutLumen_to_Gut = Ka Gut × GutLumen(t )

(49)

GutLumen_to_Faeces = K gut2faeces × C GutLumen (t )

(50)

The equation for the gut wall is:

dGut (t )
C (t ) 
= Ka gut × GutLumen(t ) + Q Gut ×  C BloodArterial (t ) − Gut 
dt
PC Gut 


(51)

− Gut_to_MetabolitesGut − Gut_to_Excretion

Where:









GutLumen is the amount in the gut lumen (mg),
KaGut is the absorption rate constant in the gut (min-1),
QGut is the blood flow entering the gut wall (L/min),
CBloodArterial is the concentration in the arterial blood (mg/L),
CGut is the concentration in the gut wall (mg/L),
PCGut is the gut:blood partition coefficient (unitless),
Gut_to_MetabolitesGut is a transfer describing the metabolism in the gut (mg/min),
Gut_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in the gut (mg/min).
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4.2.1.8

Excretion in faeces (Faeces)

The excretion in the faeces (mg) is given by:
dFaeces(t )
= K gut2faeces × C GutLumen (t )
dt

(52)

Where:
 CGutLumen is the concentration in the gut lumen (mg/L),
 Kgut2faeces is the rate constant for the excretion in faeces (L/min),
4.2.1.9

Differential equations for blood (ArterialBlood, VenousBlood)

The blood is represented in the model by two compartments: the arterial and venous blood. Arterial
and venous blood are not modelled as compartments for tissues since the whole blood flow passes
through these compartments: the arterial blood is distributed into all tissue compartments and the
venous blood collects blood at the exit of most of the tissue compartments. The equation for arterial
blood is then:

 C (t )
dArterialBlood(t )
= Q C ×  Lungs − C BloodArterial (t )
dt

 PC Lungs

(53)

− ArterialBlood_to_MetabolitesArterialBlood − ArterialBlood_to_Excretion

Where:







ArterialBlood is the amount in the arterial blood (mg),
CBloodArterial is the concentration in the arterial blood (mg/L),
CLungs is the concentration in the lungs (mg/L),
QC is the cardiac output (total blood flow) (L/min),
PCLungs is the lungs:blood partition coefficient (unitless)
ArterialBlood_to_MetabolitesArterialBlood is a transfer describing the metabolism in the
arterial blood (mg/min),
 ArterialBlood_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in the arterial blood
(mg/min).

The equation for venous blood is:
C (t )
dVenousBlood(t )
C (t )
= ∑ Q Cpt × Cpt + (Q Liver + Q Gut + Q Pancreas + Q Spleen + Q Stomach )× Liver − Q C × C BloodVenous (t )
Cpt
dt
PC Cpt
PC Liver

(54)

− VenousBlood_to_MetabolitesVenousBlood − VenousBlood_to_Excretion

where
 Cpt designates the following compartments: adipose, adrenal, bone, brain, breast, heart,
kidney, marrow, muscle, sexual organs, skin, thyroid, and urinary tract,
 VenousBlood is the amount in the venous blood (mg),
 CBloodVenous is the concentration in the venous blood (mg/L),
 CCpt is the concentration in the compartment Cpt (mg/L),
 QC is the cardiac output (total blood flow) (L/min),
 QCpt is the blood flow entering in the compartment Cpt (L/min),
 PCCpt is the Cpt:blood partition coefficient (unitless)
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 VenousBlood_to_MetabolitesVenousBlood is a transfer describing the metabolism in the
venous blood (mg/min),
 VenousBlood_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in the venous blood
(mg/min).
In the tool, the transfer of contaminants from venous blood to alveolar space, where the gas exchanges
occur, is represented by:

VenousBlood_to_AlveolarSpace = Q C × C BloodVenous (t )

(55)

4.2.1.10 Gas exchanges in alveolar
AleolarSpace_to_Exhalation)

space

(AlveolarSpace,

Inhalation,

CAlveolar,

In our PBPK model, we distinguished the pulmonary function and anatomy. The pulmonary function
was modelled by the alveolar space compartment where the gas exchanges occur (inhalation and
exhalation of contaminant, oxygenation of blood...). The lungs as an organ were modelled separately
in another compartment (see below). The alveolar space is located between the venous blood and the
lungs. A simple model was selected to describe gas exchanges. Few assumptions were made, as done
usually in PBPK models: (i) a one-directional airflow was assumed in the region of gas exchange (i.e.,
with air moving through the lungs with a constant flow rate equal to the alveolar ventilation rate, QP),
(ii) a rapid equilibrium is reached between the lung air and blood in the lung alveoli, i.e., the alveolar
concentration is given by dividing the arterial blood concentration by the blood:air partition coefficient
(PBl:A) (Reddy et al., 2005). Hence the exchanges between air and blood were modelled in the alveolar
space as follows:

(t )
dAlveolarSpace(t )
C
= Q C × (C BloodVenous (t ) − C Alveolar (t )) + Q P × C Inhaled (t )× Absinhalation − Q P × Alveolar
dt
PC Blood:Air

(56)

where









AlveolarSpace is the amount in the alveolar space (mg),
QC is the cardiac output (total blood flow) (L/min),
CBloodVenous is the concentration in the venous blood (mg/L),
CAlveolar is the concentration in the alveolar space (mg/L),
QP is the alveolar ventilation rate (L/min),
CInhaled is the concentration of contaminant in inhaled air (mg/L),
AbsInhalation is the fraction of contaminant inhaled (unitless),
PCBlood:Air is the blood:air partition coefficient (unitless).

The concentration of contaminants in the alveolar space (CAlveolar) is used to compute the inhaled and
exhaled concentrations. The concentration is calculated as the ratio of the amount of contaminant in
the alveolar space over the volume:
(57)

C Alveolar (t ) =

AlveolarSpace(t )
VA

where VA is the volume of the alveolar space (L).
In the tool, the transfer of contaminants (mg/min) inhaled and to be exhaled are given by respectively:
(58)

Inhalation = Q P × C Inhaled (t )× Absinhalation
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AlveolarSpace_to_Exhalation = Q P ×

(59)

C Alveolar (t )
PC Blood:Air

4.2.1.11 Differential equations for lungs (Lungs)
Lungs are located on either side of the heart. Lungs receive the total blood flow. In our PBPK model,
lungs are linked to the alveolar space where the gas exchanges occur.

C (t ) 
dLungs(t )
= Q C ×  C Alveolar (t ) − Lungs  − Lungs_to_MetabolitesLungs − Lungs_to_Excretion
dt
PC Lungs 


(60)

where








Lungs is the amount in lungs (mg),
QC is the cardiac output (total blood flow) (L/min),
CAlveolar is the concentration in the alveolar space (mg/L),
CLungs is the concentration in the lungs (mg/L),
PCLungs is the lungs:blood partition coefficient (unitless),
Lungs_to_MetabolitesLungs is a transfer describing the metabolism in lungs (mg/min),
Lungs_to_Excretion is a transfer describing the excretion in lungs (mg/min).

4.2.1.12 Exhalation (Exhalation)
The cumulative amount of contaminant exhaled during the simulation is given by:

(t )
C
dExhalation (t )
= Q P × Alveolar
PC Blood:Air
dt

(61)

Where:





Exhalation is the cumulative amount of contaminant exhaled (mg),
CAlveolar is the concentration in the alveolar space (mg/L),
QP is the alveolar ventilation rate (L/min),
PCBlood:Air is the blood:air partition coefficient (unitless).

4.2.2

Additional state variables

4.2.2.1

Amount in compartments/organs (A)

The amounts of contaminants in the compartments/organs are given by the name of the compartments,
like Adipose, Muscle... but were also put together in the state variable A. The unit is mg.
4.2.2.2

Concentrations in compartments/organs (C)

The concentrations of contaminants in the compartments/organs (C) are calculated as the amount of
contaminant in the compartment i over the volume of the compartment:
(62)

C i (t ) =

A i (t )
Vi (t )

The unit is mg/L.
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4.2.2.3

Concentrations leaving the compartments/organs (Cout)

The concentrations of contaminant leaving the compartments/organs (Cout) are given by the
concentration in the compartment over the partition coefficient if the chemical does not bind to red
blood cells:
(63)

Cout i (t ) =

C i (t )
PC i

If the chemical binds to red blood cells, Equation (63) becomes (Sharma et al., 2005):







C i (t ) 
BIND


(64) Cout i (t ) =
×  0.55 + 0.45 × 1 +


(
)
t
C
PC i
i

 KBIND +
 
PC i  


This option is used for lead, for instance.
The unit is mg/L.

4.2.3

Mass balance check

Several variables were defined to check the mass balance of the system of differential equations.
4.2.3.1

Cumulative amount of exposure (AInput, AInhalation, AIngestion)

Two variables were defined to compute the cumulative amount of contaminant inhaled or ingested:
(65)
(66)

dA Inhalation (t )
= Q P × C Inhaled (t )× Absinhalation
dt
dA Ingestion (t )
= Q ing_rate (t )× Absingestion
dt

The variable AInput sums up the total amount ingested and inhaled:
(67)

A Input (t ) = A Inhalation (t ) + A Ingestion (t )

The unit of three variables (AInput, AInhalation, AIngestion) is in mg.
4.2.3.2

Total amount of the contaminant in the organs (ABody)

This variable (in mg) gives the total amount of the contaminant in the organs/compartments.
(68)

A Body (t ) = ∑ Ai
All organs

4.2.3.3

Excretion of contaminants (ExcretionCpts, AExcretion)

The variable ExcretionCpts (in mg) gives the cumulative amount of contaminants excreted via the
compartments:
(69)

Excretion = ∑ Cpt_to_Excretion
Cpt

A variable AExcretion (in mg) was defined to compute the cumulative amount of contaminant excreted by
the entire body (exhalation, urine, faeces, bile, and excretion in the organs):
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(70)

4.2.3.4

A Excretion = Excretion + Faeces + Urine + Exhalation

Cumulative amount of contaminant metabolised (AMetabolism)

This variable computes the total (cumulative) amount of the contaminant metabolized in all the
compartments.
(71)

A Metabolism = ∑ Metabolites_Cpt
Cpt

4.2.3.5

Mass balance check (ACheck)

This variable accounts for the mass balance check (should be zero)
(72)

A Check (t ) = A Input (t ) − A Body (t ) − A Metabolism (t ) − A Excretion (t )

End of Level 4 documentation
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